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Every Dark Desire by Fiona Zedde (New York: Kensington Books, 2007). Reviewed by Jean Roberta. 1,248
words. "Dark" has a variety of meanings in Western culture: obscure, hidden, mysterious, unconscious, exotic,
violent, dangerous, associated with death or night, richly pigmented. The massacre and ...
Vampire stories haven't been my thing until I got tricked into one with a book description that was vague. Since
then every once in a while I will spot one that catches my interest, which leads me to this book. I really enjoyed
Every Dark Desire. The writing was great, the romance story was captivating, the other characters were solid.
Every Dark Desire [Fiona Zedde] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Naomi lives an almost idyllic life
in Jamaica. She has a daughter who adores her, a close-knit community that looks out for its own
Now Belle is part of a vampire clan, reveling in an existence that lays bare the dark hungers within every soul.
Part of her hates her new world, but another part glories in it and in the explosive sexual connection she shares
with the powerful head of the clan. ... Every Dark Desire, Bliss, and A Taste of Sin. Read an Excerpt. EVERY
DARK ...
Every Dark Desire. Share on. By Fiona Zedde The Desire Series | Book 1. ... But on the night she gains the
ultimate satisfaction from the woman she’d always wanted, she also loses every good thing she ever had. This
loss takes Ny from the shelter of her family and home to the unknown wilds of a new world flush with ancient
power, and into the ...
Every Dark Desire. by Fiona Zedde. ... Now Belle is part of a vampire clan, reveling in an existence that lays
bare the dark hungers within every soul. Part of her hates her new world, but another part glories in it and in the
explosive sexual connection she shares with the powerful head of the clan. But as magical as her new world is,
it also ...
Every Dark Desire, by Fiona Zedde. Kensington Books, 336 pages, $14 paper. Brutal. Unrelenting. Lusty.
Savage. This isn't a book for the queasy reader. Zedde takes the standard fare of vampirism - sucking blood,
superhuman strength, eternal life, shunning the sun - and intensifies it multifold.
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